A Deliverance Training Manual
By Neville Salvetti

Based on the practical experience of years of deliverance, being a
non-threatening way of freeing people from demons, without the need to
confront any demons.
The purpose of this book is to give you training on deliverance and
comment on some other matters related to it.
Jesus needs people who can tell others of their need of Jesus, hear
The Holy Spirit correctly, know how Satan attacks and how to fight him
as well as deliver people from the ravages of Satan on them. This book
deals with the latter. The other matters are dealt with on my web site
nevillesalvetti.com.
We do not need to fight demons because Jesus defeated them at
Calvary. All we need to do is to cast them out and command them using
the delegated authority Jesus has given us.
We live in a world where all around us is the influence of our
enemy, Satan. Because of this influence we have things in us that are not
of God or His Kingdom, both from before we became a Christian and
afterwards from sins we have committed.
When we are translated (moved from) Satan’s kingdom to that of
God we usually bring all this garbage of Satan with us. Through sin we
also have garbage loaded onto us by demons.
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The ministry of deliverance has been given by God to remove from
us all this garbage that hinders our Christian life and through the removal
of this garbage, demonstrate the authority of The Kingdom of God over
His enemy, Satan, so that deliverances becomes a declaration of the
Lordship of Jesus over Satan and all his works.
It is also an act of war on Satan and his works and is one weapon we
have against him and his demons.
It is important this garbage is removed from people or the demons
in people will make it difficult for them to live in the way Christ desires
them to live.
The purpose of this seminar is to teach you how to remove this
garbage and free Christians from the effects of Satan placed on them by
him during the period before they became a follower of Jesus or through
deliberate sin against God.
I will just be giving you words and The Holy Spirit will use them to
teach you. He is the teacher of all things spiritual (John 16:13) and the
promise of Jesus is that He will guide you into all truth and not just
spiritual truth if you desire to know it (John 7:17). So commit the study of
this book to His guidance and teaching so what results from it will give
you understanding of what Jesus desires you to learn and will bring Glory
to God.
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Let us pray:
Dear Holy Spirit, I give my mind and memory to you to use today
to teach me and give me understanding of what is taught here
today. I give all that happens as I read this manual to Jesus to be
Lord of and say to Satan:
In Jesus’ Name leave me and take all you did to me with you and
go to the dry places to be bound and isolated from other demons
and to stay there until Jesus sets you free or you are cast into the
lake of fire and I forbid any demon from replacing you.
I ask you Holy Spirit to fill me and give me understanding of what
I am to learn here today
Thank you Father, Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit, Amen.
The Bible gives us the example of Jesus
Matthew 4:23. And Jesus was travelling about in all Galilee and he
taught in their assemblies and was preaching: The Gospel of the
Kingdom and curing every sickness and disease among the people.
Matthew 4.23 Says Jesus taught and preached:
The Kingdom of God
Healed all manner of sickness and disease
(Satanic attacks that result in soul damage cause a sickness of the
soul and deliverance heals this sickness)
By doing these things you demonstrate The Kingdom of God had
come to them and what He was teaching was important
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Acts 10:38. About Jesus who was from Nazareth, whom God anointed
with The Spirit of Holiness and with power, and he was travelling and
healing those injured by The Evil One, because God was with him.
If you say you are a follower of Jesus and believe in whom He is
Jesus said you will also do these things (Mark 16:17).
This means you need to know
What The Kingdom of God is
What God defines as doing good (His Will)
Your delegated authority over Satan and his workings.
This book deals with the latter.
When you known your authority over Satan and how to defeat him
it will not be difficult to live the victorious Christian life. Satan is defeated
and so there really is no battle but just a stating of the authority of Jesus
over him and resisting what he desires you to accept from him. After all
you only sin if you accept what Satan suggest you do.
If you have trouble doing this or have a temptation that torments
you then you need deliverance in that area.
Removing demons and the damage Satan has done to you,
regardless of whether it is emotional, mental, spiritual or physical is called
deliverance as it is a deliverance from his demons as well as what Satan
has done to you. In a sense this is The Gospel of The Kingdom, the
spiritual wholeness Christ offers you when you follow Him as a citizen of
His Kingdom and at times physical healing.
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Deliverance is a personal interaction between Jesus and the person
seeking deliverance which is why a deliverance minister is not needed
and Jesus can deliver without the need for one. This is also why the
deliverance prayer can be said in the solitude of your prayer closet
without anyone else needing to be there
I will give you a deliverance prayer that can be said by anyone or
any group without the need for them to face Satan as well as teach you the
five steps behind it that are the basis for deliverance as well as for
defending attacks of Satan on things you are steward of.
I will explain how to apply these later

What do you expect to get out of this book?
To remove that which hinders intimacy with and obedience to God?
To facilitate the advance of the Kingdom and your role in it
To free souls of demonic influence and blockages so they can serve
Jesus more freely?
To remove that which stop a Christian relating properly to God and
others?
What do you expect to get out of this book on deliverance?
Expect nothing and you are usually not disappointed.
So ask yourself: Why do you want to read this book as that will give
you things to focus on as you read this book?
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The objectives of this book:
To teach you how to remove the damage Satan has done to you,
To teach you how to remove the damage Satan has done to another,
To recognise an attack of Satan,
To know how to deal with an attack of Satan.
What are the lifestyle requirements of a person who does deliverance?
They must:
Believe in whom Jesus is as well as His control over Satan as well as
accepting the delegated authority over Satan Jesus has given them.
Have complete obedience to Jesus so He is Lord of every area of
their life and if He is not Lord of an area of their life they give it to Him
immediately they know He is not Lord of it for Him to be Lord over it.
Pursue holiness - separation from what the world offers so they can
wholly devote their time to the Will of Jesus and His work He has for
them to do.
Have integrity no matter what the costs them to keep it.
Love God and His children and the desire to free them so that they
can relate to Him better and serve Him in the way He desires them to
serve Him.
Have a desire to free people from what Satan has done to them.
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Have a willingness to sacrifice in their life whatever is necessary to
be able to serve Jesus in this and any other service.

Three Cardinal rules of deliverance:
You must show the type of Love Jesus has toward the person coming for
deliverance and not condemn anything they have done
You must not assume, reason, argue or react, but always ask The Holy
Spirit what to do. After all, He is there to guide you in all things spiritual.
You must accept them as they are because The Father does and not as you
think they should be
You must show to people coming for deliverance the type of Love
Jesus has toward these people.
People coming for deliverance usually have fear, guilt, shame, selfcondemnation, fear of exposure of terrible sins, low self-esteem, low selfvalue or self-worth and other negative emotions and feelings, even if only
subconsciously.
Satan ensures they have as many of these that he can place in them.
To criticise, attack or appear to reject the person coming for
deliverance will drive them away, especially if they have any problems
facing any of their weakness or sin.
You need to show complete acceptance of them. If they cannot face
a sin or area of weakness then you need to find a way of praying them
through it or working around the problem area until they can deal with it.
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God is their judge and not you. All you can do is evaluate and do
what The Spirit says to do
I find it is good to suggest praying for the problem area or weakness
just in case the person has it so that if it is there, it will be dealt with.
In The Five Steps you will be shown that you do not need you to
know their weaknesses or sin, and that they can pray in their heart and
give these things to Jesus so that you or any other person do not know
what they gave to Jesus.
It is none of your business anyway. What they give to Jesus is
between Him (Jesus, whom they have offended (Matthew 25:40) and
them.
Other times Jesus will guide you to other areas that will eventually
result in the person being able to face these problem areas.
Remember! You must never assume, argue, reason or react, but
always ask the Holy Spirit what to do because what is the problem may be
completely different to what appears to be the problem.
If you react, argue, reason or assume, you block the Holy Spirit and
He cannot advise you what to do. He will show you how to work around
defences (a result of fear of exposure) and get around problems the person
has in facing things. But if you react or assume things you will not be able
to do this and the person may see your reaction and withdraw or run.
Remember that Satan will try to use your reactions and assumptions
to guide you away from what God wants you to do as well as to cause the
person to run from deliverance whenever it is offered.
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In deliverance, you must quieten your mind, remove all attitudes
towards the person and just listen to the Holy Spirit. He will guide you
how to show God’s Love to them and what to pray for them.

Removing the authority to cast Satan out:
A delegation must be in writing:
The delegation given to us to cast out Satan is found in, Mark 16:9-21.
Many modern Bibles imply this is not scripture or cast doubt on it
being Scripture.
If it is not Scripture then we cannot do the deliverance ministry because
we do not have a delegation to do so.
Why would God remove this from The Bible?
Cannot have been God but Satan.
Other important verses have been removed from many modern
Bibles, an example being Acts 8:37, whose removal allows anyone to be
baptised, even Satan, if they state Jesus is Lord. The verses say nothing
about the need to follow Jesus as Lord.
Act 8:35. Philip began to speak. He started with this same Scripture and
told the man the Good News about Jesus.
Act 8:36. While they were travelling down the road, they came to some
water. The official said, "Look, here is water! What is stopping me from
being baptised?"
Act 8:38. Then the official ordered the chariot to stop. Both Philip and the
official went down into the water, and Philip baptised him.
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What is left out? The need to be a wholehearted follower of Jesus.
In v 36 the man was told about the Gospel but not told He needed to
follow Jesus. Demons know about the Gospel but do not follow Jesus.
Tell me where these verse v35, 36 and 38 stop a demon from being
baptised?
The verse left out states:
Act 8:37. Philip answered, "If you believe with all your heart, you
can." The official said, "I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God."
I ask again, do you want to use a bible where Satan has influenced
the editors so He will not be attacked or considered a threat or even real?

Men and Women equal:
In the spiritual realm, men and women are equal:
Galatians 3:28. There is neither Jew nor Aramaean, neither Servant
nor Free person, neither male nor female, for all of you are one in
Yeshua The Messiah.
Spiritually, men and women are equal (Galatians 3:28). Nowhere
has Jesus given a written delegation that a man is the spiritual head of a
woman or of another and no man has the Authority to interpret Scripture
to give this delegation.
In 1 Peter 2:25 we are told Jesus is our spiritual head (bishop) and no
other. Headship occurs only in marriage (1 Peter 3:1-6) and even then if
both spouses follow The Holy Spirit’s guidance then Jesus is the real head
and not the husband.
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If in marriage headship is spiritual then a non-Christian husband,
whose head is Satan would be given spiritual authority over a Christian
and Jesus would no longer be there spiritual head.
God would not allow this which means headship cannot be spiritual
in any relationship.
The husband is the steward of the wife and family (which is why he
has been given domestic headship) so he must ask Jesus what he is to do
with them on His behalf. Jesus is the owner of all things including he and
his family so The Holy Spirit (our guide in spiritual things) needs to be
consulted as to what Jesus desires the husband to do with himself and all
he is steward of.

Men and Women in ministry:
Some denominations say that men and women are different for
purposes of ministry and will not let a woman minister in the roles that a
man does.
We have seen that men and women are spiritually equal (Galatians
3:28) and to limit the ministry of women is to say they are not spiritually
equal to a man which contravenes The Bible and is error. Nowhere in The
Bible does it say a woman cannot minister and in the early church they
ministered equally with the men and wee even called apostles. The
qualifications given in The Bible are only for those who lead and even
then if the family is in order, the wife is in order which means she too can
help her husband lead.
Men and women have complimentary spiritual gifts which is why
they should minister as a couple. If God wanted men and women to be
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identical He would not have had to make women. What a loss that would
have been.
In reality The Holy Spirit has the spiritual authority and not a
person as people should be led by The Spirit And not by their own reason.
So couples should minister as equals with The Holy Spirit being in
charge and often the femininity of the woman can make things easier for a
female or young person being ministered too. So couples need to learn
their gifts and how they complement each other and be prepared to let
their spouse take over as The Holy Spirit leads.
As usual a single male or female should not minister to a single
member of the opposite sex to avoid possible problems (unless there is no
other way to minister to the person.

Roles and rewards for married couples:
In Acts 6 we are told there are two types of roles in a church:
Spiritual and administrative. The family is a small church so these roles
are in it. Usually both parents will do administrative roles but at times
one does a spiritual role (mentorship of children, Bible study with friend
etc) and the other supports them.
There is a promise from God in 1 Samuel 30:24:
1 Samuel 30:24. The share will be the same for the man who stayed
with the supplies and for the man who went into battle. Everyone will
share alike."
So as one spouse supports another in any ministry they do they
share equally in the rewards of that ministry.
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Our Task (2 Corinthians 5:18-20):
To be ambassadors for Christ (His representatives in enemy
territory) for the purposes of reconciling people to Him, both NonChristians and backslidden Christians. The task is given to all Christians
and not just men. So women must minister equally with men or they will
not meet the requirements of this verse.
Reconciling non-Christians to God is called evangelism. Restoring
backslidden Christians is done through deliverance and healing as well as
any counselling necessary.

Guilt Shame and Condemnation:
There is no more guilt shame or condemnation after Calvary as
Jesus dealt with all these there. These are a result of doing something
wrong and facing a judge to be condemned by them. But after Calvary
there is no more condemnation for those who follow Jesus and these
feelings now come from Satan placing them on you so you get rid of the
demon(s) placing these on you.
Colossians 2:13.

And you, being dead in your sins and the

uncircumcision of your flesh, hath he quickened together with him, having
forgiven you all trespasses;
Colossians 2:14. Blotting out the handwriting of ordinances that was
against us, which was contrary to us, and took it out of the way, nailing it
to his cross;
As you can see all sin past, present and future has been dealt with so
that there is no sin left to be ashamed of or feel guilty about and Jesus
does not condemn us so no one can condemn us (John 3:17).
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The Holy Spirit will convict of sin but not cause you to feel
ashamed, guilty or condemn yourself over the sin. He does not convict
you to condemn you but to show you a problem you need to deal with
possibly using the five steps I will show you later.
God is merciful which is why there is no flash of lightning, puff of
smoke and a pile of ash where we stood when we sin, which He has every
right to do to us.
God is Love and accepts us as we are and works from where we are
at, to mature us into His Character. Our acceptance by God is
unconditional and is not based on who we are or what we have done.
Our rewards are based on what we do for Jesus with what He gives us to
serve Him with.
Experience in using this method:
What I am going to teach you has been proven by the practice and
experience of years of doing deliverance on the Internet.

A Warning:
Never do deliverance on a non-Christian as they will end up with
7 even more worse demons, as well as the original one. This happened to
a close family member who received deliverance and did not have her
soul sealed up by The Spirit so she now has 8 demons instead of 1 and no
longer can receive deliverance because she is blinded by the demons in
her.
A person who will not forgive another or who is not willing to give
up a sin will not experience deliverance as God will not hear their prayer.
He will only hear a prayer of repentance.
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Remember:
God does not need you. He is complete in Himself. He can do
everything Himself.
He created you for your benefit and for all He could do for you.
How special each one of you is to Him that He has done all this for you!
When you understand and appreciate this you should give yourself
completely to His service and appreciate the great honour you have that
He allows you to serve Him and fight His enemy on His behalf.
He created you and is your owner. He is a good steward of you and
your response should be the desire to be a good steward of all He has
given you to do or asked you to do, of which deliverance and spiritual
warfare are two important matters.
He allows you to do things for Him for your sake and not His
because He Loves you and knows it will help you develop as a child of
His

Who can have deliverance?
Any Citizen of The Kingdom of God can and should have
deliverance when it is necessary.

Deliverance can be done on non-

Christians but seven worse demons enter the non-Christian along with the
original one that was cast out. For non-Christians it is better to bind the
demons and stop them influencing the person in any way and remove
any outside of them that are attacking them.

How do you know you need deliverance?
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You have shame, guilt and self-condemnation over sins or
weaknesses (these were removed by Jesus at Calvary and now only come
from Satan trying to place guilt on you and doubt in you in regard to
God’s Love).
You doubt God Loves you.
You have a sin/weakness you cannot overcome.
You have a temptation that will not go away.
You have nightmares on a regular basis.
You continually have thoughts that you know that are ungodly but
you cannot stop having them, no matter how hard you try.
You have voices in your head and you cannot stop them speaking to
you.
Demons appear to you and harass you either in your sleep or when
you are awake.
You have trouble studying, reading or understanding The Bible.
You are constantly judgemental or critical of others or behave in a
legalistic or perfectionistic way towards them.
You have low self-esteem, self-value, self-worth, self-hate of any
part of you or want to harm yourself in some way (e.g. suicide).
You have a lack of peace in an area but do not know why.
You have a wrong attitude to yourself (One that God does not
approve of).
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You have anger or unforgiveness you cannot get rid of or you do not
want to reconcile to someone you have offended.
You have negative character problems you cannot seem to get rid of.
You addictions you cannot break (coping mechanisms such as
excessive collecting of things or alcohol problems are a sign of this as are
drugs and gambling).
You do not believe something The Bible says about God or Christian
living.
You continually have doubts about The Bible you cannot explain
having.
You question who Jesus is for no apparent reason.

Satan places fear in people to stop them having deliverance:
The five steps I teach are not confrontational.
A person does not need anyone to reveal their weaknesses or sins.
They can be done in the privacy of their home by themselves.

Some reasons for not having deliverance:
Remember that all these attacks are from Satan.
To blind a person from seeing their freedom in Christ.
To stop a person obtaining deliverance.
To stop a person being free to serve Jesus properly.
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To stop a person leaving his control.
To stop a person from being able to receive and return the Love of The
Father, The Lord Jesus, The Holy Spirit and of fellow believers.
To stop as person being emotionally free to relate to God and others as
they should.
To stop a person seeing God’s Love, Mercy, Forgiveness and
Redemption that occurred at Calvary as well as the delegated authority
they have that resulted from this.
To stop a person seeing that salvation is a personal, intimate
relationship with The Father, The Lord Jesus and The Holy Spirit (John
17:3) which they

need to

develop and maintain (work at

maintaining their salvation).
To stop a person being led by The Holy Spirit (Romans 8:14, John
16:13) so that they will not know the truths they need to know or be
guidance how they need to live for them to live as a child of The Father.

Fear of receiving deliverance does not come from God:
Satan has made deliverance a fearful experience.
Satan has made deliverance appear to need qualifications and super
spirituality.
The person lives in a fragile glass house and are fearful of it falling apart
if they have deliverance and leave their comfort zone.
Fear in the person of what they will have to confess.
Fear in the person of admitting they have demons in them.
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Fear in the person of demons manifesting.
Fear in the person of being attacked for doing deliverance.

Why people fear doing deliverance:
They do not really know the authority of Jesus.
They do not realise Satan is defeated and does not need to be fought
again.
They do not know how to fight him back.
Satan could not stop the deliverance ministry it so he made it appear
difficult, dangerous and traumatic.
It is because of demonic influence of their mind that people cannot
see a need of deliverance and/or do not believe in it and these demons will
need to be removed before they will understand their need of deliverance.

Lack of belief in demons:
Satan hides his demons through this demonic influence on the mind of a
person.
If it is true Satan does not exist then Jesus is a liar as he spoke about
Satan and demons.
If demons did not exist then the Apostles would be classified as mentally
ill, casting out demons that do not exist.

Lack of belief demons attack people (1: Peter 5:8,9) Demons
do this so that they can:
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Control people.
Capture people for Satan's kingdom.
He does not need to capture non-Christians as they are part of his
kingdom.
He attacks his enemy which in the case of demons are Christians.
We are told to in The Bible to resist Satan’s attacks so he must attack
us.
People can lose their salvation because of the attacks of Satan being
ignored and doing what he suggests to them (Revelation 3:5), because
they resist God knowingly and eventually quench The Holy Spirit
through continually rejecting His call to them to repent of a sin.

Lack of belief demons can be in Christians:
Christians cannot be possessed by demons as The Holy Spirit guards
their spirit.
Demons can inhabit the soul (house) of a person according to Jesus and
people not believing this call Jesus a liar.
Jesus warned us that demons can inhabit the house (soul) of a person.

Pride or rebellion:
People are too proud to admit they were wrong about demons because of
how it will affect their status in a church.
Rebellion against Jesus caused by another reason.
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Cessationism:
A Major lie the church has accepted is that:
The gifts and the casting out of demons were only for the time of the
apostles.
In reality they are recorded as being exercised all the way up to this
century.
If we did not have them then Jesus is asking us to do the same work as He
did without the tools He used to do it.
This would make God a callous God.

Your Responsibility:
This book shows you a simple, non-confrontational method of
deliverance so that you have no excuse for not taking people through it. I
have used this method for years to effectively do deliverance and fight
Satan so it has been proven by experience and by being honoured by The
Lord Jesus Christ. I have also used it to do deliverance on myself and
remove demons I had in me as well as attack those that attacked me.
Jesus sent us to attack Satan and his workings and deliverance is a
part of this attack on Satan and his control of things. Jesus said that if we
believed in whom Jesus was we would do this ministry of casting out
Satan from people and objects. Jesus said:
Mark 16:17 (ERV). Everyone who believes me will be able to do
wonderful things. By using my name (delegated authority) they
will force out demons, and they will speak new languages.
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Remember you do not need to fight demons as it is the authority of
Jesus that is exercised and not yours so you really have no excuse. All you
need to do is read the deliverance out to the person for them to agree with
them or to encourage them to pray them.
There is no battle as Jesus defeated Satan at Calvary so we do not
need to fight Satan anymore but just to apply the authority delegated to us
by Jesus and Satan has to leave the area given to Jesus.
I address the following to you as if you are going through
deliverance so it is in the first person, which is how you will say it to
another.

A prayer to remove anything Satan has done to you:
Satan has attacked you in various ways, some of which you do not
realise. His attacks can affect you in ways that only Jesus can properly
deal with.
The following is a prayer of dedication to The Lord Jesus which will
remove what Satan has done to you.
You do not need to say anything out aloud, but all can be said in
your heart to Jesus as He alone needs to know what you say. You do not
need to tell the person helping you anything except to ask them to help
you explain what you need to give to Jesus to be Lord of.
They can read steps 1, 2, 5 however the commands in steps 3 and 4
need to be spoken, and only need to be whispered so that Jesus, Satan and
you alone can hear them.
The more you are willing to give to Jesus for Him to be Lord of, the
more you will be freed from what Satan has done to you.
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There is a framework of five steps I teach you that you can use to
deal with anything not dealt with in this prayer.
You need to have forgiven all who have wronged you as well as
turned away from everything that you are knowingly doing wrong or
Jesus will not hear this prayer. If you knowingly do not obey Jesus then
you may also lose your eternal salvation (Revelation 3:5) if you do not
eventually repent.
You will also need to reconcile with others you have offended. The
only reasons you will not reconcile is fear or unforgiveness.

Obeying the laws of the land:
Before I start detailing what to give to Jesus, I wish to mention the
laws of the land you live in.
Jesus said we were to obey the laws of the land, so to deliberately
disobey them will land you in hell, if you do not repent of the
disobedience. So while it does not disobey the Moral Law of God it is
rebellion against Jesus because He has said to obey the laws of those He
has placed in authority over you unless the law they make contravenes
His Law.
Jesus has shown people in hell to those he took there who
deliberately did not obey the laws of the land and would not repent of this
rebellion against Him.
Examples are deliberately speeding, avoiding taxes in an incorrect
way, obtaining things without following the guidelines established by the
authority over them.
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Christians are in hell because they would not obey Jesus in regard to
a law of the land and so He was not their lord as they had accepted
something Satan said to do and quenched The Holy Spirit by deliberately
ignoring His call for them to repent. God cannot bless you while you are
in rebellion against Him.
The problem is that things like speeding become a habit and you
deliberately do it without thinking so you do not repent and risk going to
hell.

The deliverance prayer:
It is a practice of Jesus that you do or have done what you preach so
that you do not ask another to do something you have not done or
experienced yourself so before you take others through this prayer you
should also have said it yourself.

Step 1:
So give to Jesus, quietly in your heart, anything that troubles you.
You do not need to name the sins just the area the sin or problem is in for
Jesus to be Lord of. You do not need to say anything and all you need to
do is to agree to give the following in your heart for Jesus to be Lord of. So
give to Jesus any:
Weaknesses you have.
Sins you have trouble defeating.
Loveless acts toward others.
Circumstances or events you are anxious or concerned/worried
about.
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Wrong emotions, habits, attitudes, values or wrong coping
mechanisms you have.
Wrong understanding, knowledge and learning, wrong worship or
attitudes to God.
Hurtful memories you have that cause you problems of any kind.
Wrong relationships you have.
Betrothal (engagement) and social activities.
Marriage, family and any problems in that area.
Employment.
Ministry.
Fear of Authority.
Fear of Failure.
All others fears.
Any wrong agreements or contracts … whether or not you know
you have made them.
Past hurts, traumatic events and other events that have hurt you in
ally way.
Anything, in you or that you have done that is, not of Jesus or His
Kingdom which He is not already Lord of. Whether or not you
know they are there.
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Anything The Holy Spirit tells you now to give to Him for Jesus to
be Lord of and to make certain you have not missed anything.
Any disobedience of the laws of the land.
Wrong attitudes to parents so that you do not honour them.
Wrong attitudes to people in authority so you do not respect them
as you should.
Now pray the General Repentance following
Lord, Jesus, I want you to be Lord of all my life. I give it to
all You, all the areas above as well as anything that stands
between You and me, whether or not I know they are there. I
give you any hidden areas in my soul I do not know about and
anything else in my soul I do not know about. Show me these
things Lord that separate us so I can deal with them as you
want me to deal with them. I want to do Your will in all I do
Lord, and I ask You to help me to do this. I give it all to you,
Jesus for You to be Lord of so that you are Lord of all I am.
Give Jesus also the causes and results of all these things.
Lord I give you the things that caused these problems as well
as all the consequences of them for you to be Lord of.

Step 2:
The Lord says you are to forgive everyone who has hurt you in any
way. If you deliberately do not forgive anyone who has hurt you, the
Father in heaven cannot forgive your wrongs against Him so you do not
go to heaven (Matthew 6:14-15).

Remember, any sin you do not
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deliberately repent of stops Jesus hearing your prayers to Him except the
one for repentance.
Many Christians are in hell, who obeyed Jesus, but would not
forgive another and this gave Satan a right to take them to hell.
You may need to pray as follows (and remember it can be said in
your heart so only Jesus hears it).
Jesus, I forgive all who have hurt me.
Lord! Help me to forgive those I have problems forgiving. So
I can obey you in this area.
Give any problems you have reconciling to another as this is usually
caused by unforgiveness, anger or fear of man (or woman). Note that
strife with another, envy, jealousy anger and any negative emotions you
have toward another that you do not get rid of may be a sign of
unforgiveness so repent of these also.
Ask The Holy Spirit to show you anything you may need to give to
Jesus to be Lord of or which may indicate unforgiveness.
You may need to pray: as follows (and remember it can be said in
your heart so only Jesus hears it):
Lord Help me to reconcile to those I need to reconcile too and
to do what I need to do this or Lord help me to deal with (and
name them here....).
You may also need to repent of a sin you know you are doing. Any
sin you do not deliberately repent of stops Jesus hearing your prayers to
Him except the one for repentance.
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You may need to pray:
Lord I repent and want to stop doing anything that I am
doing that is wrong. Show me what I need to repent of and
help me to do this so you can be completely Lord of my, Life.

Step 3:
Now command Satan in the Name of Jesus to leave and to take all
He did to you with him:
Satan I have given all, these areas of my life, to Jesus to be
Lord of. So you must go from these areas in Jesus’ Name to
the Throne of Judgment to be dealt with by' Jesus. In Jesus'
Name I command you to take with you everything in, on or
around me or that you have done to me at any time.

Step 4:
In accordance with the Will of God, in Jesus' Name, I
command healing of everything Satan did to me and In Jesus'
Name, I command restoration of the sound mind, as well as
all else that Satan took from me.

Step 5:
Holy Spirit, please fill me completely, refresh me and anoint
me freshly to serve you as an obedient citizen of the Kingdom
of God, and member of The Body of believers on earth.
The following prayer gives permission to Jesus to do whatever He
needs to do for you without asking your permission and needs to be
prayed only once or repeated only if The Holy Spirit says to do so:
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Father, Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit, ministering angels - I give you
all permission to do anything you need to do too me or for me
without the need to ask my permission to do these things.
And we conclude the five steps with
Thank you Father, Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit. Amen

Curses:
A curse is really a demon attacking you so that you can use the five
steps to deal with it by giving the area being cursed or just give curses in
general to The Lord. Curses bounce off Christians whom Jesus is Lord as
there is nothing in the person that gives a right to a demon to attack that
person and apply the curse.
Steps 2 to 4 are always the same and as step 1 is the one that varies
we can pray:
Lord, I give you every curse on me (or I give you the curse on
me of …the type of curse name here or what it does….) to be
Lord of along with any causes or consequences of that curse.
Show me anything I need to repent of or give to you that
allowed a curse to fall on me.

The five steps used in the deliverance prayer in detail:
First I give the step and then the reason for the step.
Step 1. Gives the area, weakness, circumstance, event, oppression,
sin, agreement, arrangement or temptation to Jesus to be Lord over it,
along with all the events/causes leading to these things as well as the
consequences resulting from these things.
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There is no need to give individual sins unless The Holy Spirit says
too but they may need to be examined to find the area that needs to be
given to Jesus to be Lord of.
What Jesus is Lord over, He can help you with and protect, so that
Satan cannot use it against you without the permission of Jesus or your
permission. When Jesus is Lord of an area of your life Satan cannot use it
to try and convince you to sin as you do not want to accept what he
offers. To control any area Satan needs to deceive you so you will accept
his control over it or do what he suggests so he will gain control over it
eventually.
Step 2.

Repent of any wrong attitude in you, either known or

unknown to you, or any wrong thing done by you. Forgive all those who
have offended and reconcile to those you need too.
Repentance is a turning away from the things of Satan to the things
of God and is a confirmation of your decision to give Jesus Lordship in
that area repented of. Repentance is usually of a blanket type when using
The Five Steps and does not need to be specific (unless specific things are
being given to Jesus or The Holy Spirit calls specific things to your
remembrance). It is the heart attitude that is important not the words.
It is necessary to forgive yourself and others or The Father in heaven
cannot forgive your sins and you do not go to heaven. If you keep
bitterness, root of bitterness, anger or any other wrong attitudes in your
heart you are in unforgiveness.
You may have to pray, “Lord forgive. Help me to forgive please.”
There are many Christians in hell who lived a good life but refused
to forgive another.
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It is necessary to reconcile to another if possible so that any
unforgiveness towards them is dealt with. You can only reconcile with a
person if you forgive them.
Step 4.

Command healing and restoration in Jesus’ Name of

everything Satan did to you. This deals with all areas affected by Satan
that you have given to Jesus and removes any damage demons have done
to you. There is always spiritual healing but physical healing or the
consequences of some actions may need to be lived with.
An example is premarital sex that results in a baby. They people
involved are forgiven their sin but the physical consequences remain but
Jesus can help the mother cope with the situation resulting from being a
single mother.
Step 5. Ask The Holy Spirit to fill you and to take the place of any
demon(s) that have left.
This replaces demons that left your soul (house) with The Holy
Spirit. Our spirit is filled by The Holy Spirit, so demons cannot get into it,
and they complain about this bitterly. Our soul (house) is where demons
live and try and control, so as they leave, you need to replace them with
The Holy Spirit. If you do not do this, seven worse demons will very
quickly replace them along with the original one and the person will be
more worse off than before.

The Five Steps are all based on Worship:
Step 1. We give these things to Jesus because He is worthy and can
deal with them in a worthy fashion. We love Him and worship Him by
trusting Him with the things we give Him. We also declare He is Lord of
all when we do this and that He is greater than Satan.
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Step 2. We repent (admit we have fallen short of His standards) and
by this worship Him showing that we consider His values more worthy to
follow than our own values and purposes and that we desire to live
according to His standards.
Step 3. He is more worthy than Satan having defeated him by His
sinless life as well as His death at Calvary, so Satan must do what is
commanded when we use our delegated authority against him so we
worship Jesus because of this victory over Satan.
Step 4.

We believe He is God and able to heal and restore us

because He has authority over all the natural world as well as the spiritual
world so He can command healing of body, soul and spirit so this attitude
is a form of worship
Step 5.

We desire to be Like Jesus (as He is the most desirable

person we know) and as an act of worship ask for His Spirit to take the
place of the enemy that has been evicted from us and fill all of us so that
His Spirit can guide us and mature into the image of Jesus.
The basis of what to give is an area to be given to Jesus for Him to be
Lord of rather than fighting individual demons. For example, a person
may have a problem with various areas of pornography. The person does
not have to declare each area they has problems with but gives the whole
area of pornography in their life to Jesus to deal with and be lord of.
They will do a general repentance for the area of pornography in Their life
and not a specific thing unless told too by The Holy Spirit.
When a demon enters they invite others in so that there may be
many demons. If you fight individual demons you need to remove them
one at a time. If you give the area to Jesus to be Lord of then they all have
to go when cast out from that area.
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This is why you give areas, events, weaknesses, circumstances,
agreements etc to The Lord so everything in that area is dealt with at
once. You do not need to ask for forgiveness of individual sins as they
were forgiven at Calvary so a general repentance only for the area is
required. Such as:
Lord, I am sorry for all the things I did in this area (--name the
area--) and will try to not do them again and I give them to
you to be Lord of.
Remember the area can be named in your heart so no one else
knows because Jesus alone needs to know and that is what is important
It may be necessary to examine types of sins to determine the root
cause so you know which area(s) to give to Jesus but usually it is not
necessary to examine individual sins of a person to determine what the
area is that is to be given to Jesus. The Holy Spirit guides us in this and
has promised to give us all the truth we need to do what Jesus desires us
to do (John 16:13).
Jesus knows all our sins so we do not need to confess them
individually but just the area of weakness they are in. All he asks is that
we wholeheartedly try not to sin in that area and if we do then we give it
back to Him to be Lord of using the framework of the five steps (unless it
is an external attack in which case we use the last three steps) and keep on
trying not to sin.
Sometimes we deal with areas that are the results of other areas
which means we need to work through things until we deal with the root
cause of a problem.

Note:
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The five steps are not a litany or magic formula you recite by rote
but are a framework of five principles to use like a ladder. Each rung
leads to the next rung and on each rung you place what is appropriate to
that rung, The first rung is the one that varies according to the situation,
and is based on giving the situation to Jesus to be Lord of. The next four
rungs really do not change as they really do not need to change to meet
the requirements of the situation being prayed about.

Examples of how to use the Five Steps:
Step 1 is the one that always changes. Examples of how to give
things in step 1 follow:
Lord, I give you my ministry to be Lord of.
Lord, I give you the area of sexual desire and pornography to be
Lord of.
Lord, I give you my problem with beauty, self esteem and self
image and the money I spend on these trying to satisfy them.
I give you my attitudes to my spouse to be Lord of.
Remember also to give the causes and results of these to Jesus to
deal with as well.
The next four steps do not change:
I forgive all who have offended me as well as myself and am
sorry for anything I have done wrong and ask you to show me
what I need to change in my life and repent of. I repent of
anything I need to and will try to reconcile to any one I need
too.
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Satan, I have given these areas, their cause and results and all
in them to Jesus to be Lord of so you no longer have a right to
be in them. In Jesus’ Name, go I command you to go to Jesus
to be dealt with and to take all you did to me, with you.
In Jesus’ Name, I command healing on all you did to me and
restoration of all you took from me in accordance with the
will of Jesus.
I ask you Holy Spirit to fill me completely and take the place
of all the demons that have left me.
Thank you Father, Lord Jesus and Holy Spirit, Amen.

The five steps in summary:
Give it to Jesus to be Lord of.
Repent, forgive, reconcile.
Cast out Satan.
Command healing and restoration.
Ask Holy Spirit to fill you completely.

Overview of the use of the five steps:
The five steps are used:
When Satan is attacking you personally or a person or thing you
are steward of.
To fight the temptations of Satan.
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To deal with weaknesses and fears in your life that lead to sin.
To remove the damage Satan has caused to you (deliverance) as
well as to restore (in accordance with the Will of Jesus), what
Satan took from you.
To protect current or future activities by stopping Satan from
attacking or using them (Steps 1,3,5).
Remember, the five steps are only used on things you are Steward of
on behalf of God.
The Name of Jesus is used for spiritual warfare for others.
A person may give you authority to warfare for them but that does
not give you the right to give things to Jesus on their behalf that you are
not steward of for them.

Protecting things from Satan or Defending against the attacks
of Satan:
This does not need you to be steward of them unless you are using
the Five Steps, in which case you give them to Jesus as step 1 of the Five
Steps. However you can command protection of things for others when
warring for others.
So Command:
In Jesus Name, I forbid you Satan or any of your demons
doing anything too (--Name the thing or person--) and if you do
anything you are to go to the Lord Jesus to be dealt with.
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In Jesus Name, I command healing and restoration on any
damage you have done to this and ask you Holy Spirit to
replace the demons that have gone at any time.
In Jesus’ Name, I command any demons replacing any that
have left to Go from the person to Jesus and to suffer what the
original demons were told to suffer when cast out.
So anything can be protected this way when it is for the purposes of
The Kingdom of God.

How to bind him and stop his plans:
In Jesus Name, I command Satan or any of your demons that
any plans you have for (--Name the thing or person--) is to be
stopped whether they are in progress now or are planned for
the future and you are to go to the Lord Jesus to be dealt with
and take all you have done or were planning to do with you.
In Jesus Name, I command healing and restoration on any
damage you have done to (Name the thing or person) and ask
you Holy Spirit to replace the demons that have gone at any
time.
In Jesus’ Name, I command any demons replacing any that
have left to Go from the person to Jesus and to suffer what the
original demons were told to suffer when cast out.
You do not need the person's consent if they are a Christian:
The reason you can do this is that Satan was made captive at
Calvary and his prison is hell. So you command demons to leave a person
and go to Jesus for escaping from hell, their prison. As this is a valid
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charge against them they have to go and stop doing what they are doing
regardless of what rights they tell you they have. They are escaped
prisoners and have no Rights!.
The command is something like this:
In Jesus’ Name, I command you Satan to leave this person
and go to the Lord Jesus to be punished for escaping from hell
and I command you to take all you did to this person with
you.
In Jesus Name, I command healing and restoration on any
damage you have done to this person and ask you Holy Spirit
to replace the demons that have gone at any time.

Non-Christians:
You do not cast out demons from these as seven even more worse
ones move in with the original one. The same can happen to a Christian
who goes through deliverance and does not replace the demons that have
left, with The Holy Spirit. I have actually seen a person this happened to
and the end of them was far worse than what they were before
deliverance.
In Jesus’ Name:
Bind the demons in the person and forbid them from influencing the
person in any way
In Jesus’ Name, I command any demons attacking (--name the
person or thing--) externally at any time to go to Jesus for
escaping from their prison.
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In Jesus’ Name, I forbid any demons form replacing any
demons that have been removed from outside that person at
any time.
In Jesus' Name, I bind every demon in that person and forbid
them from doing anything to that person or using that person
for any purpose along with any demons that come in at any
time now or in the future.

Removing demons from objects:
While objects cannot be possessed, because they have no soul, they
can be used by demons and claimed for the kingdom of Satan. This is
why you should give all you are steward of to Jesus. Remember we do not
own anything and everything we have is because God has given us
stewardship of it or allowed us to have stewardship of it.
We are only stewards of what we have and not owners. God owns
all that there is in the universe. We cannot give to Him what is already
His. When we dedicate an object to Jesus we are really showing our
heart’s attitude to it and declaring His ownership over it.
It is this declaring that the object belongs to Jesus and casting out
Satan from it that releases it for the purposes of The Kingdom of God.
So you should pray something like:
Lord. I give you everything I am a steward of. What I live in
as well as all things associated with it and in or around it, as
well as anything else that I am steward of: my family, my
body, my mind, my part in any God-given ministry –
Everything I am involved in as a steward.
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I repent of any misuse I have made of anything I have been or
are a steward of and I forgive all who have offended me in my
stewardship activities, including myself.
I declare, Satan, you have no right to anything I am a steward
of as they all belong to Jesus.

In Jesus’ Name, go to The

Throne of Judgment to be dealt with by Jesus and to take all
you did to people or these things with you.
In Jesus' Name, I command restoration of all Satan did in
these areas and ask you Holy spirit to take the place of the
demons that have gone.
Thank you Father, Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit, Amen.
For objects you do not own claim them for the Kingdom and cast
out the demons in Jesus Name, but only when Jesus tells you too

Cursing what Satan uses:
Anything Satan uses against The Kingdom in the way of machinery
or devices we can curse and stop it working or inhibit its working, (Jesus
told us this), whether it is in the heavenlies, on earth or in hell. As long as
it is used against the Kingdom of God it does not matter where it is.
Animals he uses can be bound and forbidden to be used.
The Holy Spirit will guide you in what to do.

A Warning:
After deliverance, Satan tries to tell you that you are not delivered
and tempts you with the same sins you got delivered for, in the hope you
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will believe him in this and do them again. So remove the demons using
the five steps, suggesting you still have these problems or demons
tempting you in these areas just in case there is still something there.

Where do you send demons?
You send them to where Jesus tells you to send them
The choices are:
The lake of fire?
The Bible requires two witnesses to condemn a person. A demon
has the first witness against them when they rebelled against Jesus. The
Second witness is their work against The Kingdom of God. So they have
the two witnesses needed to pass sentence.
Their final punishment is the lake of fire so they can be sent to the
lake of fire, in Jesus’ Name, and told to jump in.
It is to be noted that demons are not mentioned at the Great White
Throne judgment when sentence is passed on humanity. They are in the
lake of fire, their judgment having occurred earlier.
The Lake of Fire is the sentence Jesus has passed on them and not
the abyss so it is more proper to send them to the Lake of Fire. Besides the
big devils can climb out of the Abyss
The Dry Places:
They can be sent to the Dry Places, bound there and isolated from all
other demons until they are cast into The Lake of fire or dealt with in
another way by Jesus
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The Throne of judgement:
They can be sent there to be dealt with by Jesus. It is outside of
heaven, as demons cannot enter heaven to approach The Throne of God
How to punish them:
The demons have stolen something from a person, so you command
them to suffer seven times the equivalent of what the person suffers as a
result of their attack. A thief has to repay four times what they steal, and
demons have stolen health and wholeness from us, so are forced to repay
this seven times. You command they suffer the equivalent as what we
suffer is far less in proportion to their ability take punishment than what
we are able to take.
This is in addition to where you send them.
How will you measure the success of this course?
Only The Holy Spirit will be able to tell you how you are doing at
implementing the information learnt in this course. So it is worthwhile
checking with Him on a regular basis to see how you are doing in this
aspect of spiritual warfare.

Deliverance does not end with the deliverance session:
As you continue in your Christian walk there will be other areas in
which you will need deliverance as well as attacks from Satan you will
need to fight. At times Satan will try to use the attacks to make you
believe you are not delivered in an area, or deceive you into giving him an
area of your life to control.
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Remember that Satan needs you to accept what he asks you to do or
say before you will sin. Every temptation is Satan trying to make you
accept what he is suggesting so that he can eventually control an area of
your life or make you sin, or both. So reject what he says and you will not
sin.
The Five Steps are your method of defence and attack so use them
every time you get a wrong or negative thought, emotion or sensation as
these are not from God but from Satan.
For the first year or two you may need to use The Five Steps
constantly as you need to remove things from your life, but in the end,
Satan will be removed completely from your soul, as well as any damage
he did to it and you will be purified and Jesus will be Lord of it; so that
Satan will have great difficulty in gaining any access to it or your mind.
After years of using The Five Steps, I still use them sometimes just
in case I need deliverance in an area he is using to attack me.
What Jesus is Lord of Satan, will fail in his attacks against. This is
because if Jesus is Lord of an area of your life He will have difficulty
attacking you and making you accept his control or influence in that area
of your life.
This perhaps is one of the most important things in maintaining
your salvation. Giving Jesus all to be Lord of and removing Satan’s
influence in any area of your life.
This can only occur as you keep your eyes on Jesus to see any area
that is not His and listen to The Holy Spirit to know what to do about it.
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Because you desire Jesus and His purposes, Satan will not be able to
get a foothold into your mind and you will have all you need to live for
Jesus, to serve Jesus as He desires you to serve Him, as well as to fight
Satan victoriously (Matthew 6:33).

The Vision:
What is my vision for Christians?
Every Christian able to:
1a Remove the damage Satan has done to them.
1b Remove the damage Satan has done to others.
2a To know how and when Satan attacks.
2b To know how to resist and defeat the attacks of Satan.
2c To know how destroy and defeat the plans of Satan.
3a Be able to clearly hear The Holy spirit and identify when a
demon is trying to imitate Him.
3b Be clearly able to be guided by The Holy Spirit to do what
Jesus desires them to do for Him.
3d To know how to correctly use the Gifts of The Holy spirit that
they have been given by God.
4 Know how to use correctly use their delegation over Satan and
his plans
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Imagine every Christian being able to wholeheartedly desiring to do
these things and being able to do them!
Like all spiritual adventures you will grow and learn more as you
practice deliverance and spiritual warfare and as you can see it is really
simple if you believe in who Jesus is. So you really have no excuse for not
warring against Satan or taking people through deliverance.
You are all on a journey preparing for eternity in heaven and on this
path The Father will provide all you need, including people to learn from.
Never be too proud to learn from anyone. You can learn from a spiritual
babe and be confused by the mature Christian.
How you let The Holy Spirit teach you, will determine how you
learn. So learn to listen to Him in your daily walk and He will guide you
to do the Will of Jesus now and prepare you for life in eternity
Remember, we are at war and deliverance is one of our weapons to
remove the enemy and destroy his plans for a person through freeing
them from the inputs of the enemy into their minds and body so that the
enemy cannot control them anymore.
You will be either doing this warfare or be a person it needs to be
done too, either a soldier fighting the battle or a victim of it unless you are
teaching it, learning how to do it or resting from the battle.
Through The Five Steps you can free yourself so that you are no
longer a victim.
The choice is yours and yours alone.
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The Bible says that if you know to do good and do not do it then it is
sin. So if you know now how to free people and do not do it when it is
needed it is sin and if not repented of will lose you your salvation.
You have been warned

A note of thanks:
I am grateful to Tyane Boye for taking the writings to Jesus for Him
to comment on them and for her spending the time to listen to The Holy
Spirit to give me any guidance He had for me on this book.
Every Christian writer needs a prophetess like her to take it to Jesus
and be the second witness to confirm what is being written - especially
when it is as serious a matter as deliverance and fighting Satan.
I also thank God for the many wonderful prophetesses who have
given me the insights contained in this book as I learnt how to battle Satan
and destroy his works as I ministered too and with them.
A lot of what is in this seminar was learnt as I trained, delivered and
taught prophetesses so it was learnt by practical experience by myself and
with those that showed it to me.
Closing prayer
Lord, we give you all we have read and studied to be Lord of
and to protect so we can do your Will in these areas. We
thank you Holy Spirit that You will continue to guide and
teach us as we seek to obey Jesus in these things, and Satan,
we command you, in The Name of Jesus, to leave these areas
alone and not hinder us in these works. Thank You Lord Jesus
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for what You have done to enable us to reach this stage in our
Christian life.
Amen

Deliverance Handout:
Introduction:
The following has been designed to help you guide someone else
through deliverance but you can also use it to do your own deliverance or
hand the prayer to them to say by themselves later.
You are only there to help them give all things to Jesus to be Lord of.
You may command the Authority of Jesus delegated given to you but it is
He that does the actual deliverance of the person
The deliverance is a personal interaction between Jesus and the
person seeking deliverance. They do not have to say out loud what they
are giving to Jesus; as, it is between them and Jesus. You do not need to
know anything about them, but just to be their guide and encourager.
They can read steps 1, 2, 5 in their heart and all that needs to be said,
even if only in whisper, so that the person, Satan and Jesus can hear it
said, are steps 3 and 4 where you command Satan in Jesus to leave as well
as command healing and restoration of the damage Satan has done to
them.
Hindrances to deliverance:
Step two deals with hindrances to having deliverance so this step is
very important because not doing what this step says will stop you
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getting deliverance and if not repented of may cause you to lose your
salvation.
The actual prayers:
Step 1:
So give to Jesus, quietly in your heart, anything that troubles you.
You do not need to name the sins just the area the sin or problem is in for
Jesus to be Lord of. All you need to do is to agree to give the following in
your heart for Jesus to be Lord of. So give to Jesus any:
Moral weaknesses you have:
Sins you have trouble defeating.
Loveless acts toward others.
Circumstances or events you are anxious or concerned/ worried
about.
Wrong emotions, habits, attitudes, values or wrong coping
mechanisms you have.
Wrong understanding, knowledge and learning, wrong worship or
attitudes to God.
Hurtful memories you have that cause you problems of any kind.
Wrong relationships you have.
Betrothal (engagement) and social activities.
Marriage, family and any problems in that area.
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Employment.
Ministry.
Any wrong agreements or contracts … whether or not you know
you have made them.
Past hurts, traumatic events and other events that have hurt you in
ally way
Anything, in you or that you have done that is, not of Jesus or His
Kingdom which He is not already Lord of. Whether or not you
know these things are there.
Anything The Holy Spirit tells you now to give to Him for Jesus to
be Lord of and to make certain you have not missed anything, pray
as follows:
General Repentance:
Lord, Jesus, I want you to be Lord of all my life. I give it to
all You, as well as anything that stands between You and me,
whether or not I know they are there. Show me these things
Lord that separate us so I can deal with them as you want me
to deal with them. I want to do Your will in all I do Lord,
and I ask You to help me to do this. I give it all to You, Jesus
for You to be Lord of so that. You are Lord of all I am.
Give Jesus also the causes and results of all these things.
Step 2:
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The Lord says you are to forgive everyone who has hurt you in any
way. If you deliberately do not forgive anyone who has hurt you, the
Father in heaven cannot forgive your wrongs against Him. So you do not
go to heaven (Matthew 6:14-15).
You may need to pray as follows
Jesus, I forgive all who have hurt me.
Lord! Help me to forgive those I have problems forgiving so I
can obey you in this area.
Give any problems you have reconciling to another as this is usually
caused by Unforgiveness or fear of man (or woman).
You may need to pray: as follows:
Lord, Help me to reconcile to those I need to reconcile too and
to do what I need to do this.
You may also need to repent of a sin you know you are doing.
You may need to pray:
Lord, I repent and want to stop doing anything that I am
doing that is wrong.

Help me to do this so you can be

completely Lord of my life.
Step 3:
Now command Satan to leave and to take all He did to you with
him:
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Satan, I have given al, these areas of my life, to Jesus to be
Lord of so you must go from these areas in Jesus’ Name, to the
Throne of Judgment to be dealt with by Jesus. In Jesus' Name
you are, to take with you everything in, on or around me or
that you have done to me at any time.
Step 4:
In accordance with the Will of God, I command in Jesus'
Name, healing of everything Satan did to me and In Jesus'
Name, 1 command restoration of the sound mind as well as
all else that Satan took from me.
Step 5:
Holy Spirit please fill me completely, refresh me and anoint
me freshly to serve you as an obedient citizen of the Kingdom
of God, and member of The Body of believers on earth.
Thank you Father, Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit, Amen
The following prayer gives permission to Jesus to do whatever He
needs to do for you without asking your permission and needs to be
prayed only once or repeated only if The Holy Spirit says to do so:
Father, Lord Jesus, Holy Spirit, ministering angel - I give you
all permission to do anything you need to do too me or for me
without the need to ask my permission to do these things.

- - - END - - -
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